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Tree diagrams probability worksheet
Sign up to complete it for free ---- OR ---- Preview activity Presentation Worksheets Activities Teacher-Led Activities Exam Questions Constructing probability tree diagram is one of the ways that helps us solve probability problems. Generally, it is used mostly for dependent events, but we can also use it
for independent ones. Tree diagrams are useful for organizing and visualizing all possible events and their outcomes, since seeing a graph representation of our problem often helps us see it more clearly. How to construct a tree diagram Lets say we have $11$ marbles in a bag, $4$ green and $7$ blue.
We need to calculate the probability of : 1. picking two green marbles 2. picking a green marble in our second draw 3. picking at least one blue The tree diagram for this problem would look like this: But lets start from the beginning. The point on the far left represents the bag with $11$ marbles. Branches
represent possible outcomes. In this case, for the first draw we’ll have two possibilities: 1. We picked green marble – possibility of that happening is $\frac{4}{11}$ 2. We picked blue marble – possibility of that event is $\frac{7}{11}$ We draw first two branches from the starting point, each one representing
one event. Next to them, we write the possibility of said event. After the first draw, we inevitably have $10$ marbles left in the bag. It doesn’t matter what we picked in the first draw, in the second one we can still pick green or blue marble. If we picked green in the first draw (first branch), for the second
draw we have $3$ greens left. The probability of picking green marble is now $\frac{3}{10}$. However, blue marbles were left intact. The probability of picking a blue marble is $\frac{7}{10}$. If we picked blue in the first draw (second branch), for the second draw we have $6$ blue ones left. The probability
of picking blue marble is now $\frac{6}{10}$. However, green marbles were left intact. The probability of picking a green marble is $\frac{4}{10}$. The graphic representation of what we just wrote would be: As a result, we have $4$ outcomes: 1. Green, green 2. Green, blue 3. Blue, green 4. Blue, blue To
calculate the probability of each outcome, we multiply the probabilities along the branches. The probability of picking green marble in the first and in the second draw is equal to $$\displaystyle{\frac{4}{11} \cdot \frac{3}{10} = \frac{6}{55}}$$ The probability of picking green first and then blue is $$\frac{4}
{11} \cdot \frac{7}{10} = \frac{14}{55}.$$ Likewise, the two remaining probabilities are $\displaystyle{\frac{14}{55}}$ and $\displaystyle{\frac{21}{55}}$. Tree diagram with all events and their probabilities looks like this: However, we have one more condition we need to be careful about. Probability of all
events combined has to be equal to $1$. Lets check. $$\displaystyle{\frac{6}{55}+\frac{14}{55}+\frac{14}{55}+\frac{21}{55}=\frac{55}{55}=1}$$ Indeed, the probabilities we’ve calculated add up. Finally, we can calculate the probabilities from the beginning of this example. Let’s put $G$ for green and $B$
for blue marble. 1. Probability of picking two green marbles As seen before, we simply multiply along the branches that lead from bag to first green marble, and from first green marble to second green one.$$P(G,G)=\displaystyle{\frac{6}{55}}$$ 2. Probability of picking a green marble in our second draw
On the other hand, there are two outcomes where the second marble can be green. Either $(G,G)$ or $(B,G)$. We can easily conclude their probabilities from the tree diagram $$P(G,G)=\displaystyle{\frac{6}{55}}$$ $$P(B,G)=\displaystyle{\frac{14}{55}}$$ We want $(G,G)$ or $(B,G)$ to happen,
because they both give us the wanted outcome. The notation can be $P($second marble is green$)=P(G,G)$ or $P(B,G)$ Since $(G,G)$ or $(B,G)$ are disjoint events, $P((G,G)$ or $(B,G))=P((G,G) \cup (B,G))= P((G,G))+P((B,G))$ Finally, $P($second marble is
green$)=\displaystyle{P(G,G)+P(B,G)=\frac{6}{55}+\frac{14}{55}=\frac{4}{11}}$ 3. Probability of picking at least one blue marble There are many ways to calculate this, but the easiest one is using a complement. The complement of an event $\{$we picked at least one blue marble$\}$ would be $\{$we
didn’t pick a single blue marble$\}$. The only event where we didn’t pick a single blue marble is $P((G,G))$ and we know it’s probability. Consequently, $\{$we didn’t pick a single blue marble$\}=1-P((G,G))=\displaystyle{1-\frac{6}{55}=\frac{49}{55}}$ Example If it snows on a given day, the probability that it
snows the next day is $\frac{1}{3}$. If it doesn’t, the probability that it snows the next day is $\frac{1}{6}$. The probability it will snow tomorrow is $\frac{2}{5}$. What is the probability that it will snow the day after tomorrow? To illustrate all the possible outcomes, we’ll use tree diagram. First of all, we need
to determine what happens tomorrow. The probability it will snow tomorrow is $\frac{2}{5}$, so the probability that it won’t snow tomorrow is $\frac{3}{5}$. Consequently, our starting point will be today, and first two events will be about tomorrow. If it snows on a given day, the probability it will snow the next
day is $\frac{1}{3}$. Alternatively, the probability it won’t snow the next day is $\frac{2}{3}$. Furthermore, if it doesn’t snow on a given day, the probability it will snow the next day is $\frac{1}{6}$. Consequently, the probability it won’t snow the next day is $\frac{5}{6}$. When we put all the events and their
probabilities in the tree diagram, we get: All we need to do is calculate the probability that it will snow the day after tomorrow. $P($snow on the day after tomorrow$)=P($snow, snow$)$ or $P($no snow, snow$)$. To calculate the probability of these two events we simply multiply along the branches.
$P($snow, snow$)= \displaystyle{\frac{2}{15}}$, $P($no snow, snow$)=\displaystyle{\frac{1}{10}}$ Similarly as before, ‘or’ means $+$ since these are disjoint events. To get the probability of snow on the day after tomorrow, we add up probabilities of the events above. Therefore, $P($snow on the day after
tomorrow$)= \displaystyle{\frac{2}{15} +\frac{1}{10}=\frac{7}{30}}$ In this worksheet, we will practice using tree diagrams to calculate conditional probabilities. This lesson includes 33 additional questions and 331 additional question variations for subscribers. Last updated22 February 2018This is a lesson
on introducing probability tree diagrams. I created this for a lesson observation - the PP and worksheet are adaptations of other resources I found online and tes - so thank you for the help! I had done a number of lessons on probability leading up to this lesson with my 11 set 3 group - roughly E/D grade
students. The lesson went really well so I wanted to share it. The answers to the worksheet are handwritten on the PDF attached. Please leave me a review if you use this resource! Probability, Tree Diagrams, GCSE, differentiated, worksheets. Creative Commons "Attribution"Select overall rating(no
rating)Your rating is required to reflect your happiness.It's good to leave some feedback.Something went wrong, please try again later.Empty reply does not make any sense for the end userEmpty reply does not make any sense for the end userEmpty reply does not make any sense for the end userGreat
resource - thanksEmpty reply does not make any sense for the end useramazing resource for tree diagramsEmpty reply does not make any sense for the end userReport this resourceto let us know if it violates our terms and conditions. Our customer service team will review your report and will be in
touch.
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